The growth of a naturally occurring dust-density wave ͑DDW͒ is experimentally observed using high-speed imaging. This low frequency wave ͑ϳ25 Hz͒ grows in amplitude as it propagates downward through a dusty plasma. The wave's linear growth rate −k i is measured using a phase-sensitive analysis method. For the conditions studied here, the growth rate increases as gas pressure decreases. At a critical gas pressure, which is observed, a balance between an ion-flow instability and dissipation by neutral gas drag determines a threshold for wave propagation. A linear dispersion relation is derived, taking into account the effects of strong-coupling, to compare to the experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dusty plasma is a suspension of small ͑micron-size͒ dust particles in a plasma background ͑electrons, ions, and neutral gas͒. In the laboratory, the dust becomes negatively charged by absorbing electrons and ions and are levitated in the plasma sheath's strong electric field. Due to their large mass m d , dust particles have a much smaller charge-to-mass ratio than electrons and ions. Thus, the time scales of dust dynamics are comparatively much longer and easily observed.
If a dust particle's Coulomb potential energy is larger than its kinetic energy, the dusty plasma is said to be "strongly coupled." In a strongly coupled dusty plasma, the dust particles cannot easily move past one another. Instead, they organize themselves in a structure that is similar to atoms in a solid or a liquid. Due to the dust particle's large negative charge ͑−eZ d ͒, mutual dust repulsion dominates their dynamics. In contrast, most electron and ion plasmas are "weakly coupled." With weak coupling, charged particles move easily past one another, like atoms in a gas. In many dusty plasma experiments, the charged dust particles are strongly coupled among themselves, but the electrons and ions are weakly coupled.
Dusty plasma exhibits waves that can be easily observed. Dust motion can be directly imaged with cameras. Dusty plasma is a medium that can support both compressional 1,2 and shear ͑transverse͒ 3, 4 waves. Waves can be externally excited by electrical 5 or optical 1-4 manipulation. They have a natural phonon spectrum due to random thermal motion. 6 Finally, coherent waves can be excited naturally ͑i.e., self-excited͒. The most common example is the dust-acoustic wave, 7, 8 also called the dust-density wave. The dust-density wave ͑DDW͒ is a low frequency compressional wave that propagates in dusty plasma, 9 where dust particles participate directly in the wave dynamics. In the DDW, ions and electrons provide the pressure ͑restoring force͒, while the dust particles provide the inertia. Experimental studies of the DDW have been performed using a variety of plasmas, both in the laboratory [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and under microgravity conditions. [19] [20] [21] The DDW frequency is usually near or below the dust plasma frequency pd , which is defined by pd 2 ϵ n d e 2 Z d 2 / m d ⑀ o , where n d is the dust number density. Typical values for pd / 2 range from a few hertz to near 100 Hz. The DDW will often self-excite due to an ion-flow instability. This has been observed both in ground-based experiments 10, 14, 16, 17 and under microgravity. 20, 21 The free energy available in the flowing ions 22, 23 can drive the DDW to large amplitudes, leading to nonlinear effects.
14, [16] [17] [18] The ion-flow instability must compete with dissipation due to neutral gas drag. The wave can be completely damped out at sufficiently high gas pressures, typically about 1 Torr ͑1 atm= 760 Torr͒. The typical time scale for the damping of dust motion by neutral gas collisions is the Epstein collision rate dn , which is defined by F ជ drag ϵ −m d dn V ជ d , where F ជ drag is the drag force experienced by dust due to gas 24 and V ជ d is the relative velocity between dust and gas. For typical micron-size polymer dust particles at a gas pressure of 1 Torr, dn is about 100 s −1 , which is comparable to a typical dust plasma frequency.
The balance between the ion-flow instability and gas damping determines an instability threshold. This threshold occurs at a critical gas pressure. At the threshold, lowering the gas pressure ͑or increasing the ion-flow͒ will cause the wave's onset and subsequent growth, while raising the gas pressure will suppress wave excitation. The instability threshold has been studied previously in experiments 16, 25 and theory. 22, 23 Below the critical gas pressure, a linear growth of the DDW is predicted. We know of three previous reports of DDW growth rate measurements. In one case, 26 singular-value decomposition was used to measure the amplitude profile. In two other cases, the spatial variation of dust density 15 or velocity 27 was fitted to an oscillating function with an exponential profile. However, we do not know of any previous measurements of DDW growth rate near the instability threshold. This lack of previous measurements suggests a need to develop a suitable experimental procedure, which we do here. Here, we report experiments carried out near the critical gas pressure. Using a dust cloud suspended in the sheath of a rf plasma, we reduce the gas pressure in small steps. Using an analysis method developed here yields a measurement of the spatial growth rate of the DDW as it propagates downward through the dust cloud.
As our main result, we report growth rate measurements for self-excited dust-density waves. We measure the wave's growth rate for a range of gas pressures near and below the critical gas pressure. This is done using a phase-sensitive analysis method to quantify the wave's amplitude and phase as a function of height in the dust cloud. We find that the growth rate increases as gas pressure decreases. At the lower pressures, the wave amplitude grows faster, eventually reaching a nonlinear amplitude saturation as it traverses the dust cloud.
Additionally, we compare our experimental results to a linear dispersion relation, assuming three fluid components ͑electrons, ions, and dust͒, which we adapted to account for strong-coupling among dust particles.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This experiment is designed to observe the growth of self-excited dust-density waves propagating in a strongly coupled dusty plasma. A quantity of about 10 5 spherical polymer dust particles ͑4.8 m diameter, 1510 kg/ m 3 , melamine-formaldehyde͒ are introduced into an argon plasma using a dust dispenser that is similar to a salt shaker with a single hole. The dust particles are trapped in the plasma within the volume of a glass box. The box has dimensions of 3 cmϫ 3 cmϫ 3 cm, is open on top and bottom, and rests on an electrode, as sketched in Fig. 1 . The electrode is capacitively coupled and powered at radiofrequency ͑13.6 MHz͒ with a voltage of 85 V pp , which sustains the plasma through electron-impact ionization. The dust particles are levitated in the plasma sheath, filling a volume near the bottom of the glass box. The sheath's vertical electric field E z serves two purposes. First, the sheath electric field drives a strong downward ion-flow, which is the DDW's instability energy source. Second, it provides an electric force that balances the dust particles against gravity. The walls of the vertical glass box modify the plasma's natural electric field, providing horizontal dust confinement. 28 This combination of forces confines the dust cloud so that it has many horizontal layers, with overall dimensions of about 22 mm width and 5 mm height. The dust cloud is illuminated with a vertical laser sheet and is imaged with a digital video camera that views from the side, as sketched in Fig. 1 . The camera records images at 500 frames/s at a spatial resolution of R = 76.4 pixels/ mm.
The primary observable in our experiment is dust number density, which we derive from the recorded video images. Regions with higher dust number density scatter more laser light. We verified that the image intensity is linear with dust number density by checking that the camera has a linear response with no offset and by noting that the dust cloud is optically thin ͑laser light scattered from dust particles is not rescattered in other regions of the dust cloud͒.
Our imaging setup is designed to detect small variations in dust number density. To reduce the DDW detection threshold, we selected a low-noise 12-bit camera that subtracts background noise levels. Also, we operated the illumination laser at the highest power that would not visibly disturb the dust particles, 0.85 W distributed over a 4 cm high laser sheet.
The experiment begins with a dust cloud levitated in a plasma at a gas pressure of 426 mTorr, which is just high enough that the DDW is not observed. In other words, at our starting pressure the dust cloud is stable. The stable dust cloud's central region is shown in the side view image in Fig.  2͑a͒ . Bright spots are individual dust particles. The stable dust cloud is a highly structured strongly coupled dusty plasma. It has many horizontal layers, which are planes of a simple hexagonal lattice, with a vertical alignment of dust due to ion-flow. 29 Starting near the instability threshold, the instability can be induced by either an increase in ion-flow or a decrease in gas damping ͑pressure͒, resulting in a DDW. Unlike the ionflow, which is difficult to establish at a desired level because it depends on the plasma conditions, the gas pressure is Depending on the gas pressure, energy from a downward ion-flow can couple to dust motion, causing nearly planar compressional waves to be excited and propagate in the −ẑ direction. ͑a͒ At our starting pressure of 426 mTorr, no wave is observed. Under these stable conditions, dust particles are mainly arranged in horizontal layers. ͑b͒ Near a critical pressure of 424 mTorr, the effect of ion-flow barely overcomes gas damping, and a small amplitude wave grows as it propagates downward. The wave fronts are visible in the still image. ͓͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒ At lower pressures, ion-flow more effectively couples to dust motion, and the wave grows at a faster rate, reaching larger amplitudes. Each panel shows the same 3.57 mmϫ 5.29 mm spatial region. Gravity is directed downward.
easily controlled by the experimenter. Thus, we choose to vary the gas pressure. The critical gas pressure corresponds to the instability threshold and will vary depending on plasma parameters, dust density, and the size of the dust cloud.
To observe wave growth in the dust cloud near the instability threshold, we make observations at a series of gas pressures p that are decreased in steps. In each step, we wait about 1 min to assure that the gas pressure and dust cloud have reached steady conditions. Then, under steady conditions, we record a 1024-frame movie, with a duration of 2 s. Each movie corresponds to one pressure. The steps in gas pressure are in 2 mTorr intervals, which we choose to provide a fine resolution near the instability threshold. We observed planar wave fronts for pressures ranging from the critical pressure down to 404 mTorr, and it is for this range that we recorded data.
III. OBSERVATIONS
We observe nearly planar dust-density waves propagating downward through the dust cloud, Fig. 2 . The most compelling evidence of wave propagation is the recorded movie, Fig. 3 . The wave is not spatially uniform, but grows in amplitude as it traverses the dust cloud in the −ẑ direction.
We observed a critical gas pressure of 424 mTorr in our dust cloud. This was quantified by varying the pressure and finding that a DDW was detectable at 424 mTorr, but not at 426 mTorr, when viewing the movies and by using the image analysis methods we describe later. We term this the observed critical gas pressure because its measurement is limited by the detection threshold of our imaging. If we did not have any instrumental limitations, we would presumably measure a somewhat higher critical gas pressure.
A single cropped video frame of the DDW at 424 mTorr is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . In the upper portion of the cloud, the amplitude of this compressional wave is small enough that individual particles are still easily resolved. As the DDW propagates downward, the wave amplitude grows. In the lower portion, the bright horizontal stripe corresponds to a high-density wave front. There, dust compression is large enough to obscure the particle discreteness. Reducing the gas pressure further leads to a greater wave amplitude. This trend is shown in the image panels in Figs. 2͑c͒-2͑e͒ . Each panel shows a cropped image from a movie recorded at a different gas pressure. The dust number density, as indicated by image brightness, reaches its greatest values in the wave fronts at lower gas pressures. Next, we develop a quantitative amplitude analysis method, which is used to measure the wave's spatial growth rate.
IV. ANALYSIS
In our analysis, we are only concerned with collective wave properties, and not individual dust particle dynamics. However, we start our analysis with the recorded video images. Instead of tracking the motion of individual dust particles, as is done in some experiments using video microscopy, 29 here we rely on the image intensity and ignore the particle discreteness.
A. Space-time diagrams
For each movie, the basis for our analysis is the spacetime diagram, which is a two-dimensional gray scale plot of image intensity. As explained in Sec. II, the image intensity is proportional to dust number density. In a space-time diagram, the vertical axis is vertical position z and the horizontal axis is time t.
A space-time diagram is constructed from recorded images, such as those shown in Fig. 2 , as follows. First, each movie frame is cropped to the same spatial region ͑273 pixelsϫ 404 pixels͒, which is indicated by the rectangle in Fig. 3 . Since the wave fronts are nearly planar, especially in the region that we analyze, the dust number density varies only with the z coordinate. Second, image intensities are averaged over the ignorable horizontal coordinate x, yielding data for intensities as a function of z ͑i.e., a vertical profile of intensity͒. These profiles are produced for each frame ͑i.e., each time t that an image was recorded͒. Finally, profiles from each frame are stacked side-by-side, to yield a space-time diagram with time varying on the horizontal axis.
The space-time diagram provides a visual indication of the propagating wave. Wave fronts appear as a sequence of bright and dark stripes. Examples are shown in Fig. 4 for gas pressures of 424 and 410 mTorr and are similar to data at other gas pressures.
In our experiment, the waves are extremely coherent and periodic. This coherency allows us to identify the period, phase velocity, and even wave growth. Phase velocity is 
indicated by the slope of the stripes. Amplitude is indicated by the magnitude of the temporal intensity variations. The dominant frequency of the waves is easily quantified as the inverse of the period between stripes, as indicated in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
B. Dominant frequency
For the design of our experiment, wave energy is largely concentrated in one dominant frequency f. As an example, for z Ͼ 2 mm at a pressure of 424 mTorr, over 90% of the wave energy is concentrated in a very narrow bandwidth around f, with all other energy at its harmonics.
The dominant frequency f changes only slightly with gas pressure. As gas pressure decreases from 424 to 404 mTorr, f ranges between 24.9 and 26.0 Hz, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Unlike some other experiments, 30 here we find that the wave frequency is nearly independent of position in the dust cloud. The dominant frequency f does not vary measurably with z. We found that the spatial invariance of f was true for all gas pressures reported here.
C. Amplitude and phase
To measure the growth of the wave, we develop here an amplitude analysis method that is phase-sensitive. The method is analogous to the principles of an electronic instrument called a lock-in amplifier. 31 This method yields the phase ͑z , t͒ and amplitude A͑z , t͒. This method requires that the frequency f be known, that it does not vary with position, and that it varies slowly or not at all with time. It also requires a planar wave. The DDW in our experiment satisfies these requirements.
In general, the amplitude analysis method begins by finding the frequency f, and then the following procedure yields the phase and the amplitude A. The procedure starts with a given waveform D͑͒, which can be, for example, an intensity time series for a given position z in our space-time diagram. We compute the difference between D͑͒ and its time-average ͗D͑͒͘. Next, this difference is multiplied by a reference sine wave of frequency f with an adjustable phase ␤ and averaged over N reference wave cycles,
The resulting integral I depends on the adjustable phase ␤, which must now be selected. We vary ␤ to find the value ␤ max that maximizes I͑␤͒. We interpret ␤ max as the phase and I͑␤ max ͒ as the amplitude A. For our experiment, we apply this method to the intensity data in our space-time diagrams, yielding the amplitude A͑z , t͒ and phase ͑z , t͒. The inputs required for Eq. ͑1͒ are f, N, and D͑͒. To determine the frequency f, we use a power spectrum of the space-time diagram. We partition each space-time diagram into "sections" that are M = 15 pixels in vertical space and N = 5 wave periods in time. These sections define the spatial ͑M / R͒ and temporal resolution ͑N / f͒ of our amplitude and phase results. Within each section, we average the M pixel intensities at each time, resulting in the time series D͑͒.
We apply Eq. ͑1͒ to each section in the space-time diagram, yielding the full spatial and temporal dependence of the amplitude A͑z , t͒ and phase ͑z , t͒. The spatial profiles A͑z͒ and ͑z͒ are calculated by moving the partitioned section throughout the vertical extent of the dust cloud in onepixel steps, calculating A and at each step. These spatial profiles are repeated at time intervals separated by the temporal resolution N / f. To choose a value for N, we require that N / f is at least as long as the time required for the wave to transit the entire dust cloud. For our experimental parameters, we choose N = 5, so that our time resolution is typically 0.2 s, and our movies of duration of 2 s yield ten spatial profiles.
V. GROWTH RATE RESULTS
Spatial profiles of phase ͑z͒ and amplitude A͑z͒ are indicators of wave propagation and growth, respectively, and are shown in Fig. 6 for three different gas pressures. The phase varies linearly with z, indicating a propagating wave. The direction of wave propagation is downward, as indicated by a phase that increases as position z decreases, as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . The phase varies over about 6 radians, indicating that there are about three wavelengths in the vertical extent of the dust cloud. At small wave amplitudes near the top of the dust cloud ͑large z͒, there is some ripple in ͑z͒, which is an artifact of horizontal layering of dust.
As the DDW traverses the dust cloud, its amplitude grows exponentially with a well-defined spatial growth rate. The growth rate −k i is measured by fitting the amplitude profile to an exponential. Semilog plots of A͑z͒ along with their exponential fits are shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ . As an example of our measurements, near the instability threshold at p = 424 mTorr, the slope of the dashed line in Fig. 6͑b͒ gives a measured growth rate of 0.61 mm −1 . The wave amplitude grows exponentially throughout most of the dust cloud, but not all of it. The growth saturates, reaching a maximum amplitude in the lower region of the dust cloud. To avoid any effect of this saturation in our measurements of −k i , we fit data only up to 0.3 mm above the position of maximum amplitude.
There is no evidence of a reflected wave at the dust cloud's bottom edge, where the amplitude quickly drops. Reflected waves do not grow due to the instability because they propagate in the opposite direction of the flowing ions. Instead, they are only damped by gas friction. Using the known Epstein collision rate dn and the measured phase velocity v ph of the downward-propagating wave, we estimate that the upward-propagating reflected wave would be completely damped out in a very short distance v ph / dn Ϸ 0.3 mm, comparable to one or two dust particle spacings.
As our chief result, measurements indicate that the growth rate of the downward-propagating wave increases as the neutral gas pressure is decreased. All measured growth rates −k i are plotted as open circles versus gas pressure p in Fig. 7͑a͒ . Regardless of how the DDW is theoretically modeled, this trend is expected. Reducing gas pressure tends to promote wave growth for two reasons. A lower gas pressure reduces neutral gas damping and it increases the ion-flow velocity. The ion-flow increases because mobility is inversely proportional to gas pressure.
All the growth rate results reported in Fig. 7͑a͒ are for the dust cloud's upper region, where nonlinear effects are . ͑Color online͒ Spatial profiles of the dust-density wave's ͑a͒ phase ͑z͒ and ͑b͒ amplitude A͑z͒ for three gas pressures. These profiles are computed using the method described in Sec. IV C. The growth is more rapid at lower gas pressures. Amplitude data ͑plotted log-linear͒ reveal exponential growth as the wave propagates downward. We quantify the growth rate by fitting the profiles to an exponential ͑straight dashed lines͒. Table I ͑Appendix͒.
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weak. As the wave traverses the dust cloud, the amplitude grows large and saturates in the dust cloud's lower region. Saturation of the wave's growth in the lower region is an indicator of nonlinearity. We will study DDW nonlinearities in another paper, based on a separate experiment.
VI. FLUID MODEL FOR LINEAR WAVES
Wave dispersion relations in the case of strong Coulomb coupling are more difficult to derive than for weak coupling. For the DDW, there have been several previous theoretical derivations, as reviewed by Piel and Melzer. 32 Generally, they require modeling the strongly coupled plasma's microscopic structure, which creates local Coulomb potential wells between particles. Several approaches have been adopted to model how compressional wave motion is influenced by these local potentials. Rosenberg and Kalman 33 used the quasilocalized charge approximation, which is suited for disordered structures such as liquids, to derive a dispersion relation. Kaw and Sen 34 used the generalized hydrodynamic description to include strong-coupling effects among the dust particles in analyzing their elastic and viscous response to wave motion. Murillo 35 used dynamical local field corrections to account for strong-coupling effects. In the dispersion relation that we derive next, we will use a simplified model for our dust cloud's microscopic structure.
At small amplitudes, dust-density waves are commonly described using a linear wave theory with three fluid components ͑electrons, ions, and dust͒. 9, 20 Here, we develop a similar model, except that we also include an approximation of strong-coupling among the dust particles. In order to compare to our experimental observations, our model includes flowing ions and gas drag, which can excite and damp waves, respectively.
Assuming planar waves propagating in an infinite uniform plasma, the electrostatic dispersion relation is
where e , i , and d are the susceptibilities for electrons, ions, and dust, respectively. Equation ͑2͒ is a statement of Poisson's equation. We assume the wave number k is real, but we allow the frequency to be complex. For each fluid component, there is also a continuity equation and a momentum equation. 9, 20 The electron and ion susceptibilities are derived in the usual way for weakly coupled plasmas, from the linearized continuity and momentum equations. Because dust-density waves have a very low frequency, the wave frequency can be ignored in both e and i . We assume an ideal-gas equation of state for the weakly coupled electrons and ions, so that their fluid pressures are P e͑i͒ = n e͑i͒ k B T e͑i͒ , where n e͑i͒ and T e͑i͒ are the number density and temperature of electrons or ions. For the electron susceptibility e , we assume the electrons have only random thermal motion with no bulk flow, so that
where k is the wave number and D e = ͑⑀ o k B T e / n e e 2 ͒ 1/2 is the electron Debye length. For the ion susceptibility i , we include the flow of ions with velocity U 0 parallel to the wave vector. We also include a drag force on ions due to collisions with neutrals, at a collision rate in , yielding
This expression has both real and imaginary parts. It will be significant later, when we discuss instability, that the imaginary part of i is due to the ion-flow U o . Here, pi = ͑n i e 2 / ⑀ o m i ͒ 1/2 is the ion plasma frequency and
is the ion thermal velocity. The dust susceptibility d is modeled differently than the electrons and ions for two reasons. First, since the massive dust particles provide the wave's inertia, our expression for d must include the wave frequency . Second, the dust particles are strongly coupled, unlike the electrons and ions, which are weakly coupled.
In our fluid model, the effects of strong-coupling appear only in the dust pressure gradient term −ٌ ជ P d of the dust momentum equation. The dust pressure gradient term is different from −ٌ ជ ͑n d k B T d ͒ for the weakly coupled case, where an ideal-gas equation of state is assumed. For the strongly coupled dust, pressure arises mainly from Coulomb interactions with nearby charged dust particles.
To use the fluid model, we must find an appropriate expression for −ٌ ជ P d . It is no trivial matter to model P d for strongly coupled plasmas because the equation of state depends on the exact microscopic structure, for example, a bcc versus a fcc lattice for a solid or something more disordered for a liquid.
One approach for incorporating strong-coupling effects in the dust momentum equation is to rewrite −ٌ ជ P d using the sound speed C l . 36, 37 The required physics in the equation of state, for our purposes, must be provided by a model for the sound speed. We make use of C l 2 = ‫ץ‬P d / ‫͑ץ‬m d n d ͒, which assumes that the dusty plasma is isentropic. The error introduced by the isentropic assumption is no larger than other uncertainties that will enter into our approximations below. Thus, we account for strong-coupling among dust particles by using −ٌ ជ P d =−m d C l 2 ٌ ជ n d in the dust momentum equation. The dust susceptibility is then found by combining the continuity equation and the equation of motion for dust, making use of the above expression for −ٌ ជ P d , so that
Here, pd is the dust plasma frequency. The neutral gas damping rate dn entered the derivation of Eq. ͑5͒ in the dust equation of motion.
The dispersion relation can be algebraically solved for the complex frequency = r + i i . Noting that e and i are independent of , we find by substituting Eq. ͑5͒ into Eq. ͑2͒,
Strong-coupling effects appear in Eq. ͑6͒ in the term C l 2 k 2 . For comparison, in the traditional weakly coupled case, the term C l 2 k 2 is replaced by ͑k B T d / m d ͒k 2 in Eq. ͑6͒. We now assess the dispersion relation in Eq. ͑6͒ to determine the conditions for an instability. The DDW is unstable if i Ͼ 0, stable if i Ͻ 0, and critically stable if i = 0. We see that an instability ͑and thus a self-excited DDW͒ is possible in our model by examining the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑6͒. The first term, arising from gas damping, is a purely negative imaginary number. However, the square-root term, arising from all the charged constituents, has both real and imaginary parts. The imaginary part of the square-root term, which comes from the i in U o k term in Eq. ͑4͒, is positive when the direction of wave propagationis aligned with the ion-flow. Thus, gas damping tends to stabilize the wave, while ion-flow tends to promote an instability that drives a DDW propagating parallel to the ionflow. Since dn is proportional to gas pressure p, we expect that our theoretical model can predict a critical gas pressure where i = 0. The accuracy of this prediction is limited by the approximations of the dust equation of state, among other things.
We expect that a self-excited wave will be dominated by the most unstable k-mode. In other words, the k-mode with the highest growth rate i is the mode that should be observed. Thus, for our theoretically predicted mode, we select the k that maximizes the imaginary part of Eq. ͑6͒.
In solving our dispersion relation, we assumed a real k and a complex . However, in our experiment, we measure a spatial growth rate −k i . If we wish to compare to experimental results with a real and a complex k, we will use the approximate expression 26 i Ϸ −k i v g . Here, v g = ‫ץ‬ r / ‫ץ‬k r is the DDW group velocity, which can be calculated from Eq. ͑6͒.
To use Eq. ͑6͒ requires choosing an expression for C l , which could, in principle, be derived for any particular microscopic structure. In Sec. VII, for simplicity, we use an expression 37 for C l intended for the long-wavelength limit of a one-dimensional chain of particles interacting with a Yukawa potential and assume a screening parameter =1.
VII. EXPERIMENT VERSUS LINEAR WAVE THEORY
We will now examine whether the linear wave theory predicts our experimental results: a trend that growth rate diminishes with increasing gas pressure and a critical gas pressure for the instability. We will make rough quantitative estimates of the growth rate predicted by the model and compare to the experiment.
The theoretical and experimental growth rates are compared in Fig. 7͑a͒ as a function of gas pressure. We note that they exhibit the same trend: the growth rate diminishes with gas pressure. We do not expect exact numerical agreement for several reasons: the theory is purely linear, some experimental parameters required in the theory are not precisely known ͑see Appendix͒, and the theory is for an unbounded plasma. The finite 5mm height of the experimental dust cloud prevents detecting any −k i Ͻ 0.2 mm −1 . Theoretical results are shown for several representative estimates of experimental parameters.
Earlier, we found in the experiment that the frequency f diminishes with gas pressure ͑Fig. 5͒. This trend is also exhibited by the theory, as shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ .
The theoretical model also predicts a critical gas pressure, just as we observe in the experiment. Extrapolating the three theoretical curves in Fig. 7͑a͒ to higher gas pressures, the curves all have zeroes, which correspond to the theoretical critical gas pressure. For the curves in Fig. 7͑a͒ , the theoretical critical pressure is in the range 530-710 mTorr, which is higher than the observed critical gas pressure of 424 mTorr.
VIII. SUMMARY
In a laboratory dusty plasma experiment, we observe the spatial growth of self-excited dust density waves. By observing our dust cloud at various gas pressures, we find that a DDW self-excites at a critical gas pressure due to an ion-flow instability that just overcomes neutral gas damping. At pressures near and just below this critical gas pressure, the wave amplitude grows as it propagates through the dust cloud.
As our main result, we measure the spatial growth rate −k i of dust-density waves near the instability threshold. To do this, we developed a method of measuring amplitude that is phase-sensitive. This method yields a spatial profile of the wave's amplitude and phase. Fitting the amplitude profile to an exponential yields the growth rate −k i . Our results reveal a trend that the growth rate increases as gas pressure decreases. The frequency exhibits the same trend.
Additionally, we compare our experimental results with a linear wave theory that includes the effects of strongcoupling. The theory shows the same trends that growth rate and frequency decrease as gas pressure increases. As expected, the theory predicts a critical gas pressure for a selfexcited DDW. The theory's assumption of small-amplitude waves is most likely to be valid near the instability threshold, which is where we performed the experiment. 
